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Short Paper

Pulsed-Latch Replacement Using Concurrent Time
Borrowing and Clock Gating

Chih-Long Chang and Iris Hui-Ru Jiang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Flip-flops are the most common form of sequencing ele-
ments; however, they have a significantly higher sequencing overhead
than latches in terms of delay, power, and area. Hence, pulsed latches are
a promising option to reduce power for high-performance circuits. In this
paper, to save power and compensate for timing violations, we fully utilize
the intrinsic time borrowing property of pulsed latches and consider clock
gating during pulsed-latch replacement. Experimental results show that
our approach can generate very power efficient results.

Index Terms—Clock power, pulsed latches, time borrowing.

I. Introduction

Clock power has become the major contributor of total chip
power consumption, and a large portion of it is consumed
by sequencing elements [1], [2]. Flip-flops are the most
common form of sequencing elements because of its simple
timing model. A conventional flip-flop has a significantly
higher sequencing overhead than a latch in terms of delay,
power, and area. A pulsed latch is a latch synchronized by
a pulse clock [3]. Since the pulse is short, a pulsed latch
can be approximated as a fast, low-power, and small flip-flop
taking advantages of both flip-flops and latches. Therefore,
migration from a flip-flop-based design to a pulsed-latch-based
counterpart can effectively reduce the sequencing overhead.

Recent research endeavors have been devoted to electronic
design automation (EDA) solutions for pulsed-latch-based
circuits, e.g., [4]–[10]. Most of these works adopt the generic
pulsed-latch structure illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and flip-flop-like
timing analysis. Since the pulse generator (PG) and latches
are placed apart in the generic form, pulses can easily be
distorted. In some implementation, clock gating is integrated
into the PG, e.g., [2], [10], [11], but this integration may
increase the hardware cost. In contrast, in a multibit pulsed-
latch (MBPL) design [10], [12], [13] [see Fig. 1(b)], the PG
and latches are placed and hard-wired together in a compact
and symmetric form. The pulse distortion and clock skew
can thus be well controlled. Moreover, clock gating is not
included to keep the cell small and to preserve the flexibility
to clock gating cloning.

Under flip-flop-like timing analysis, prior works [4]–[6] use
aggressive time borrowing techniques; however, various pulse
widths, clock skew scheduling, and retiming may induce some
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Fig. 1. (a) Generic pulsed latch. (b) Multibit pulsed latch.

Fig. 2. Pulsed-latch replacement. (a) Generic pulsed latches without time
borrowing. (b) MBPL without time borrowing. (c) MBPL with time borrow-
ing.

difficulties on timing closure and functional verification. In
fact, we can utilize only the intrinsic time borrowing of latches
to provide flexibility to relocate pulsed latches as well as
tolerate timing violations [3].

Hence, based on the MBPL structure and time borrowing
offered by the pulse width, we apply postplacement pulsed-
latch replacement to reduce power subject to timing con-
straints. According to the timing slacks obtained from a
placed flip-flop-based design, we extract feasible regions with
time borrowing consideration to replace flip-flops with pulsed
latches. Interestingly, the feasible regions with time borrowing
consideration are very irregular. Directly manipulating these
shapes is complicated, and we show that they can be efficiently
handled by four interval graphs. We further consider clock
gating during forming MBPLs. Fig. 2 demonstrates with time
borrowing, flip-flops can be replaced by MBPLs to reduce
power and satisfy timing requirements. Experimental results
show that using concurrent time borrowing and clock gating,
we can effectively reduce clock power consumed by sequenc-
ing elements and tolerate timing violations.

II. Preliminaries and Problem Formulation

A. Timing Model

Let tsu(t′su) denote the setup time, thd(t′hd) denote the hold
time, tcq(t′cq) denote clock-to-Q delay for flip-flops (pulsed
latches), t′dq denote data-to-Q delay for pulsed latches, T

denote cycle period, and w denote pulse width. tfo(i) (re-
spectively tfi(j)) means the wire delay contributed by the
wirelength between sequencing element i (respectively j) and
its fanout (respectively fanin). (tfo(i) + Dij + tfi(j)) is the
maximum delay of combinational circuit between sequencing
elements i and j, and (tfo(i) +dij + tfi(j)) is the minimum. The
setup and hold constraints between flip-flops i, j are

tcq + tfo(i) + Dij + tfi(j) + tsu ≤ T (1)

tcq + tfo(i) + dij + tfi(j) − thd ≥ M (2)

where M is referred to as the hold time margin.
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When flip-flops are replaced with pulsed latches, we may
utilize time borrowing. To guarantee successful time borrow-
ing, in this paper, time borrowing is allowed between two
adjacent timing windows. The setup and hold constraints are

t′cq + tfo(i) + Dij + tfi(j) + t′su ≤ T + w (3)

2t′cq + tfo(i) + Dij + tfi(j) + tfo(j) + Djk + tfi(k) + 2t′su ≤ 2T (4)

t′cq + tfo(i) + dij + tfi(j) − t′hd ≥ M = M0 + w. (5)

M used at flip-flop-based synthesis, placement, and timing
analysis is set to M0 + w, where M0 is the original margin.

We then convert the timing slacks for tfo(i) and tfi(j)
obtained by flip-flop-based timing analysis into pulsed-latch-
based slacks without time borrowing as follows:

Sfo(i) = Sfi(j) =
T − (Dij + tcq + tsu) + ε1

2
=

T − D′
ij

2
(6)

Hfo(i) = Hfi(j) =
dij + tcq − thd − ε2 − M0 − w

2
=

d ′
ij − w

2
(7)

where Sfo(i), Sfi(j), Hfo(i), Hfi(j) are setup and hold slacks
for tfo(i) and tfi(j), and ε1 = (tcq + tsu) − (t′cq + t′su), ε2 = (tcq −
thd) − (t′cq − t′hd).

B. Problem Formulation

We formulate the following two problems.
The Multibit Pulsed-Latch Replacement (mPLR) prob-

lem: Given an MBPL library, the setup and hold slacks of
flip-flop inputs and outputs, and clock gating patterns of flip-
flops in a placed design, replace flip-flops by MBPLs with
time borrowing to minimize power on pulsed latches subject
to timing and placement density constraints.

The Generic Pulsed-Latch Replacement (gPLR) prob-
lem: Given a pulsed-latch library, pulse-distortion constraints,
the setup and hold slacks of flip-flop inputs and outputs, and
clock gating patterns of flip-flops in a placed design, replace
flip-flops by pulsed latches with time borrowing to minimize
power on pulsed latches subject to timing, pulse distortion and
placement density constraints.

A clock gating pattern describes when a sequential element
is active, and the pattern can be obtained by gate-level simu-
lations. To consider the pulse distortion issue and facilitate the
slew/skew/latency control, pulse-distortion constraints prevent
PGs from driving numerous or distant pulsed latches: Npg is
the maximum number of latches driven by a PG, and Lpg is
the maximum distance between each latch and its PG.

We may convert a gPLR instance to an mPLR one. First, a
PG and m single-bit pulsed latches driven by this PG is viewed
as a virtual m-bit MBPL cell. We construct a virtual MBPL
library, including 1-bit, . . . , Npg-bit pulsed latches. Second, we
convert the Lpg constraint by enlarging the feasible region of
each latch by Lpg. The gPLR instance is thus converted to an
mPLR one. We apply our mPLR approach, and the locations of
MBPLs are the locations of PGs. Each latch is relocated to the
point which is nearest to its PG and inside its feasible region.

Fig. 3. Feasible region analysis. (a) Time borrowing. (b) Hold violation.

III. Feasible Region Analysis

We derive the feasible region with time borrowing consid-
eration. All circumstances are classified into four types.

At postplacement, wire delays tfo(i) and tfi(j) can be
approximated by piece-wise linear functions:

tfo(i) = τLfo(i) and tfi(j) = τLfi(j)

where τ is calibrated by the delay table of the pulsed-latch
library. If i has multiple fanouts, then each fanout corresponds
to one constraint on Lfo(i). For a range which covers several
linear functions, we use the line connecting the two ends. If
τ is different for tfo(j) and tfi(j), then τ = max(τfo, τfi).

A. Type I: Setup Satisfied and Hold Satisfied

Here we consider the input design satisfies setup and hold
constraints: Sfi(j), Sfo(j) ≥ 0; Hfi(j), Hfo(j) ≥ 0. The hold
constraint is still met after including tfo(i) and tfi(j). Based
on Inequalities (3), (4), (6), and (7), we have

tfi(j) = τLfi(j) ≤ Sfi(j) + tb (8)

tfo(j) = τLfo(j) ≤ Sfo(j) − tb (9)

0 ≤ tb ≤ w (10)

where tb is the time borrowed from window j–k to window
i–j. Initially, the fanin and fanout setup slacks define two
diamonds centered at the fanin and fanout gates of pulsed-
latch j. The overlap area is the initial feasible region without
time borrowing. When we borrow time tb, the fanin diamond
is expanded by tb/τ, while the fanout diamond is shrunk
by tb/τ. The overlap area slides horizontally or vertically.
When we keep borrowing, the fanin/fanout diamond would
reach the centerlines in between the boundaries of fanin/fanout
diamonds, and the overlap area is truncated. Consequently, the
entire feasible region is irregular as shown in Fig. 3(a). In the
worst case, the feasible region could be an octagon.

B. Type II: Setup Satisfied and Hold Violated

In this case, we consider Sfi(j), Sfo(j) ≥ 0; Hfi(j) < 0
and/or Hfo(j) < 0. The feasible regions derived for type I are
reused for setup time handling. Since we reserve a hold time
margin, M = M0 + w, at flip-flop-based logic synthesis and
placement, hold violations at postplacement are not severe.
Wire delay tfo(i) and tfo(j) can be used to fix hold. Then

τLfi(j) + Hfi(j) ≥ 0, or τLfo(j) + Hfo(j) ≥ 0. (11)

Hold time fixing is done by setting the lower bound on the
fanin wirelength, Lfi(j) ≥ −Hfi(j)/τ. Similarly, we can fix
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Hfo(j) as well. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the shaded area around
fanin and fanout gates are excluded from the feasible region.

C. Type III: Setup Violated and Hold Satisfied

Time borrowing may slightly compensate setup violations

0 ≤ D′
ij ≤ T + w, and 0 ≤ D′

ij + D′
jk ≤ 2T. (12)

If D′
ij > T , since only the fanin side can use time borrowing,

we redistribute the setup slacks defined in (6) as follows:

Sfo(i) = 0, Sfi(j) = T − D′
ij. (13)

In this case, we consider Sfi(j) < 0, Sfo(j) ≥ 0; Hfi(j),
Hfo(j) ≥ 0. The maximum amount of time borrowing is w,
and −Sfi(j) has been consumed by D′

ij already. Hence
0 ≤ tb ≤ w + Sfi(j). (14)

The value of w used in feasible region extraction [see (16)
and (17)] should be replaced by w + Sfi(j). On the other
hand, the fanout diamond should be shrunk by −Sfi(j)/τ at
the beginning. Initially, the fanin diamond contains only one
point—the fanin gate. Then, the fanin diamond expands, while
the fanout diamond shrinks.

D. Type IV: Setup Violated and Hold Violated

Here we consider the input design violates setup and hold
constraints. The feasible regions derived for Type III are used
for setup time handling, while the lower bound on fanin/fanout
wirelength for Type II is used for hold time fixing.

IV. Our Approach

In this section, we present our postplacement pulsed-latch
replacement framework. First, we extract feasible regions and
represent them by four interval graphs. Second, we use some
clustering method to form MBPLs; meanwhile, we consider
clock gating during forming MBPLs. Finally, we relocate the
newly formed MBPLs.

A. Feasible Region Extraction

The feasible regions are determined by the pulse width and
the differences between boundaries of fanin/fanout diamonds.
If some fanout boundary is outside the corresponding fanin
one, we can find a fence to constrain the feasible region
sliding. The entire feasible region with time borrowing can
be extracted by finding eight fences. Using these eight fences,
we can handle all irregular feasible regions.

To facilitate our feasible region extraction, we adopt a
simple and fast coordinate transformation proposed in [14].
The fanin/fanout diamonds in Cartesian coordinate system C
become squares in C′, obtained by rotating by 45°. As shown
in Fig. 4(a), we define the four boundaries of a fanin/fanout
diamond as right, bottom, left, and top boundaries.

Let δrr, δbb, δll, and δtt denote the differences between fanin
and fanout boundaries in right, bottom, left, and top directions,
respectively

δrr(j) = max
(
0, x′

r,fo(j) − x′
r,fi(j)

)

δbb(j) = max
(
0, y′

b,fi(j) − y′
b,fo(j)

)

δll(j) = max
(
0, x′

l,fi(j) − x′
l,fo(j)

)

δtt(j) = max
(
0, y′

t,fo(j) − y′
t,fi(j)

)
(15)

Fig. 4. Feasible region extraction. Any feasible region can be represented by
four intervals. (a) Diamond boundary. (b) Fence finding. (c) Four intervals.

TABLE I

MBPL Library: Power Versus Area

Bit number Normalized power Normalized area

Flip-flop 1 0.99 1.01

1 1.00 1.00

Pulsed-latch 2 1.48 1.92

4 2.45 3.85

8 4.60 7.58

TABLE II

Statistics of the Benchmark

Circuit #FFs #Bins #Grids Clock period (ns) Avg. activity

Industry1 120 6 × 6 600 × 600 1.0 0.25

Industry2 120 6 × 6 600 × 600 1.0 0.13

Industry3 60 000 100 × 300 2000 × 3000 2.0 0.69

Industry4 5524 100 × 200 2000 × 2000 2.0 0.44

Industry5 953 30 × 160 600 × 1600 1.0 0.25

Avg. activity: the average active rate of clock gating functions.

where x′
r,fo(j) means the x′ coordinate of the right fanout

boundary of j. We define the rest of coordinates similarly.
First of all, we have four fences in C′ located at

x′ = x′
r,fr(j) + min (w, δrr(j)/2) = ex′ (j)

y′ = y′
b,fr(j) − min (w, δbb(j)/2) = sy′ (j)

x′ = x′
l,fr(j) − min (w, δll(j)/2) = sx′ (j)

y′ = y′
t,fr(j) + min (w, δtt(j)/2) = ey′ (j)

(16)

where x′
r,fr(j) means the x′ coordinate of the right bound-

ary of j’s initial feasible region. We define the rest
of coordinates similarly. Let δrb(j) = min(δrr(j), δbb(j)),
δlb(j) = min(δll(j), δbb(j)), δlt(j) = min(δll(j), δtt(j)), δrt(j) =
min(δrr(j), δtt(j)). We also have four fences in C

x = xrb,fr(j) + min (w, δrb(j)/2) = ex(j)
y = ylb,fr(j) − min (w, δlb(j)/2) = sy(j)
x = xlt,fr(j) − min (w, δlt(j)/2) = sx(j)
y = yrt,fr(j) + min (w, δrt(j)/2) = ey(j)

(17)

where xrb,fr(j) means the x coordinate of the right-bottom
corner of j’s initial feasible region. We define the rest of
coordinates similarly. Based on successful time borrowing
described in Section II-A, (15)–(17) are applicable to loops
and can be generalized to multiple fanouts.

As shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), the four fences in C′ defined
by (16) form a rectangle, while the four fences in C defined by
(17) form another. The entire feasible region is the overlap area
of these two rectangles. Projecting the two rectangles formed
by eight fences to x′-, y′-, x-, y-axes, we obtain four intervals,
e.g., [sx′ (j), ex′ (j)] is j’s x′ interval.

B. Clustering

Several pulsed latches can form an MBPL if their feasible
regions overlap, i.e., forming a clique in x′, y′, x, y intervals
simultaneously. We use some clustering method to form MB-
PLs, e.g., one-way clustering finds maximal cliques along the
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TABLE III

Time Borrowing (Ignoring Clock Gating Signals)

TABLE IV

Different Pulse Widths (Ignoring Clock Gating Signals)

diagonal of the chip [14], or spiral clustering finds maximal
cliques from four corners toward the center [16].

C. MBPL Extraction Considering Clock Gating

If the found maximal clique does not fit any MBPL cell, a
subset containing the essential pulsed latch is extracted from
this clique [14], [16]. The remaining pulsed latches will be
considered in the subsequent clustering.

Since the latches inside one MBPL cell share the pulse
clock, their clock gating functions are integrated by logic OR

operations. To reduce power, we consider clock gating during
MBPL extraction. The effective power ratio of an MBPL is

Pr = αβ (18)

where α is the power ratio of the MBPL cell with regard to
separate single-bit pulsed latches, while β is the activity ratio
of the shared clock gating pattern with regard to the average
of original ones. We consider the following three strategies.

1) We choose the largest feasible MBPL cell and greedily
collect pulsed latches with the most similar patterns (in
terms of their Hamming distance).

2) We collect pulsed latches with the identical clock gating
pattern and fit into the largest feasible MBPL cell.

3) We extract a feasible-sized subset with minimum
Pr ≤ 1.

Fig. 5 gives an example of MBPL extraction using different
clock gating strategies: 1) strategy 1 tries to keep MBPLs as
large as possible; 2) strategy 2 is suitable for very different
patterns; and 3) strategy 3 keeps a good balance between the
number of clock sinks and power saving.

D. Pulsed-Latch Relocation

If an MBPL is located within the bounding box formed by
the median x- and y-coordinates of its fanin/fanout gates, the
total fanin/fanout wirelength is minimum.

Fig. 5. Clock gating strategies. (a) Clock gating patterns of a maximal clique
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, where pulsed-latch 1 is essential. (b) The results of Strategies
1, 2, 3 using the MBPL library given in Table I.

Fig. 6. Pulsed-latch replacement with timing slack redistribution.

We consider two cases. If the feasible region overlaps with
the bounding box, we pick a point within the overlapped
region. Otherwise, we find the point inside the feasible region
which is nearest to the bounding box [15].

If the selected point is occupied, is located inside the
forbidden region due to hold violations, or conflicts with the
placement density constraint, we check the vacancy around
this point. If we still cannot relocate this MBPL, we generate
a smaller MBPL from its originating clique instead.

E. Extension to Timing Slack Redistribution

Two types of flip-flops can be used to redistribute slacks
to form larger MBPLs. The first type is a flip-flop that
cannot be replaced by a pulsed-latch, e.g., a flip-flop directly
connected to some primary input/output for timing model
characterization, or a negative-edge-triggered flip-flop. The
second type is a flip-flop in some formed MBPL that still
has unconsumed setup slacks.

As shown in Fig. 6, we iteratively do pulsed-latch replace-
ment and timing slack redistribution until no better MBPL
clustering can be found. At each iteration, we freeze the
formed MBPLs of the maximum bit number and redistribute
their timing slacks to other pulsed latches. The released timing
slacks facilitate MBPL forming in the subsequent iteration.
For a timing window i–j, if i is a forbidden flip-flop (the first
type flip-flop) or belongs to a frozen MBPL (the second type
flip-flop), we have the redistributed slacks for j as follows:

Sfi(j) = T − D′
ij − tfo(i) and

Hfi(j) = tfo(i) + d ′
ij − w.(or Hfi(j) = tfo(i) + d ′

ij).
(19)

Similarly, if j is a forbidden flip-flop or belongs to a frozen
MBPL, we have the redistributed slacks for i as follows:

Sfo(i) = T − D′
ij − tfi(j) and

Hfo(i) = tfi(j) + d ′
ij − w.

(20)

Slack redistribution enlarges the feasible regions of some
pulsed latches thus possibly forming larger MBPLs in the
subsequent iteration. If a more power efficient clustering
result is found, the MBPLs are updated. In case legalization
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TABLE V

Comparison on Different Clock Gating Strategies (W = 100 PS)

TABLE VI

Comparison on Wirelength, Power, and Timing Violations Under Different Amount of Time Borrowing (Industry2)

induces timing violations based on the pulsed-latch-based
timing analysis, the current pulse width cannot afford sufficient
time borrowing. If the MBPL library provides variant pulse
widths, we may adopt a larger pulse width and redo pulsed-
latch replacement. Moreover, because a single-bit pulsed-latch
and a single-bit flip-flop consume almost the same power/area
(see Table I), the single-bit pulsed latches formed by pulsed-
latch replacement remain flip-flops if its timing is satisfied
without time borrowing.

V. Experimental Results

Our algorithm was implemented in the C++ programming
language and evaluated on a platform with an Intel Xeon
3.8 GHz CPU and with 16 GB memory. Table I lists the
normalized power and area ratio of a discrete MBPL library
based on 55-nm technology. Experiments are conducted on
five industrial cases provided by [17] as listed in Table II.

In the first set of experiments, the setup slacks for these
circuits range from 10 to 200 ps, and there are no hold viola-
tions. In Table III, we focus on power reduction contributed
from the MBPL library with time borrowing consideration. It
can be seen that time borrowing indeed helps power reduction
(see Power Ratio). Table IV compares power reduction under
different amount of time borrowing based on spiral clustering.
In general, the larger pulse width, the more power saving.
Table V shows even if power reduction from the MBPL library
is significant, the effective power saving may be not. Strategy
1 may consume more power under very random clock gating
patterns. Strategy 2 is suitable for pulsed latches with very
different patterns. Strategy 3 keeps the balance between the
effective power reduction and the number of sinks. Using
time borrowing and clock gating consideration, we can achieve
power efficient results.

In the following experiment, we demonstrate the ability
to compensate timing violations based on time borrowing.
Industry 2 is resynthesized based on a tighter clock period.
Table VI shows the tradeoffs between wirelength overhead,
power reduction, and timing improvement under different
amount of timing borrowing. A proper value of w also can
compensate timing violations well, e.g., w = 150 ps.

VI. Conclusion

Pulsed latches are promising to reduce power for high per-
formance circuits. In this paper, we proposed a novel pulsed-
latch replacement approach to save power using concurrent
time borrowing and clock gating. Our results showed that our
approach generates very power efficient results.
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